Hong Kong Migrants Pride was first held in 2015 and is organised by migrant women’s groups in Hong Kong, held the day after Hong Kong Pride, and separately from the Pink Dot and Pink Season LGBTQ+ festivals. The Parade articulates intersectional rights and identities, enacting activist practices that engage with migrants’ inequality and precarity, while building solidarity and contesting invisibility and marginality.

Dr. Daniel Conway holds the Leverhulme Trust Research Fellowship for his project “The Global Politics of Pride: LGBTQ+ Activism, Assimilation and Resistance”. His work has mainly focused on how modes of privilege, specifically whiteness, masculinity and heterosexuality, are constituted and the moments and possibilities for their contestation and reformulation. Dr. Conway holds a PhD in Politics by Rhodes University, South Africa.

The Centre for Feminist Research presents:
Contesting Conceptions of the LGBTQ+ Community at Hong Kong Migrants Pride
Queering Colonialism, Globalisation and Corporate Diversity

Lecture by Dr. Daniel Conway
Senior Lecturer in Politics and International Relations,
University of Westminster

Introduced by Dr. Amar Wahab
Associate Professor, School of Gender, Sexuality and
Women’s Studies, York University

10:30 AM – 12PM. MARCH 29TH, 2019. 626 KANEFF TOWER. YORK UNIVERSITY.

Accessible space. Everyone welcome. RSVP to JULIAPYR@YORKU.CA.

Co-sponsors: The Centre for Refugee Studies, York Centre for Asian Research (YCAR) and The Sexuality Studies Program.